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9.2. LAYER STACKING
a2  2a0 , b2  b, c2  c, space group P1a1, Ramsdell symbol
2M, HaÈgg symbol j  j. The equivalence of all layer triples in
either of these polytypes is evident. The third polytype c (Fig.
9.2.2.2) is not a MDO polytype because it contains two kinds of
layer triples, whereas it is possible to construct a polytype of this
family containing only a selection of these. The polytype is again
monoclinic with basis vectors a3  4a0 , b3  b, c3  c, space
group P1a1, Ramsdell symbol 4M, and HaÈgg symbol
j
j.
Evidently, the partial mirror plane is crucial for the
polytypism of this family. And yet the space group of none of
its periodic members can contain it ± simply because it can never
become total. The space-group symbols thus leave some of the
most important properties of periodic polytypes unnoticed.
Moreover, the atomic coordinates of different polytypes
expressed in terms of the respective lattice geometries cannot
be immediately compared. And, ®nally, for non-periodic
members of a family, a space-group symbol cannot be written
at all. This is why the OD theory gives a special symbol
indicating the symmetry proper of individual layers (l
symmetry) as well as the coincidence operations transforming
a layer into the adjacent one ( symmetry). The symbol of the
OD groupoid family of our hypothetical example thus consists of
two lines (Dornberger-Schiff, 1964, pp. 41 ff.; Fichtner,
1979a,b):
P 1 m
f 1 a2

1
1g

l symmetry
 symmetry;

where the unusual subscript 2 indicates that the glide re¯ection
transforms the given layer into the subsequent one.
It is possible to write such a symbol for any OD groupoid
family for equivalent layers, and thus also for the close packing
of spheres. However, keeping in mind that the number of
asymmetric units here is 24 (l symmetry), one has to indicate
also 24  operations, which is instructive but unwieldy. This is
why Fichtner (1980) proposed simpli®ed one-line symbols,
containing full l symmetry and only the rotational part of any
one of the  operations plus its translational components.
Accordingly, the symbol of our hypothetical family reads:
P 1m1j1, y  0:25; for the family of close packings of equal
spheres: P 6=mmmj1, x  2=3, y  1=3 (the layers are in both
cases translationally equivalent and the rotational part of a
translation is the identity).
An OD groupoid family symbol should not be confused with a
polytype symbol, which gives information about the structure of
Æ urovicÆ & Zvyagin,
an individual polytype (Dornberger-Schiff, D
1982; Guinier et al., 1984).
9.2.2.2.5. Diffraction pattern ± structure analysis
Let us now consider schematic diffraction patterns of the
three structures on the right-hand side of Fig. 9.2.2.2. It can be
seen that, while being in general different, they contain a
common subset of diffractions with k  2k^ ± these, normalized
to a constant number of layers, have the same distribution of
intensities and monoclinic symmetry. This follows from the fact
that they correspond to the so-called superposition structure
with basis vectors A  2a0 , B  b=2, C  c, and space group
C1m1. It is a ®ctitious structure that can be obtained from any
of the structures in Fig. 9.2.2.2 as a normalized sum of the
structure in its given position and in a position shifted by b=2,
thus
^ xyz  12  xyz   x; y  1=2; z:

Evidently, this holds for all members of the family, including the
non-periodic ones. In general, the superposition structure is
obtained by simultaneous realization of all Z possible positions of
all OD layers in any member of the family (Dornberger-Schiff,
1964, p. 54). As a consequence, its symmetry can be obtained by
completing any of the family groupoids to a group (Fichtner,
1977). This structure is by de®nition periodic and common to all
members of the family. Thus, the corresponding diffractions are
also always sharp, common, and characteristic for the family.
They are called family diffractions.
Diffractions with k  2k^  1 are characteristic for individual
members of the family. They are sharp for periodic polytypes but
appear as diffuse streaks for non-periodic ones. Owing to the C
centring of the superposition structure, only diffractions with
h^  k^  2n are present. It follows that 0k^ ^l diffractions are present
only for k^  2n, which, in an indexing referring to the actual b
vector reads: 0kl present only for k  4n. This is an example of
non-space-group absences exhibited by many polytypic structures. They can be used for the determination of the OD groupoid
family (Dornberger-Schiff & Fichtner, 1972).
There is no routine method for the determination of the
structural principle of an OD structure. It is easiest when one
has at one's disposal many different (at least two) periodic
polytypes of the same family with structures solved by current
methods. It is then possible to compare these structures,
determine equivalent regions in them (Grell, 1984), and analyse
partial symmetries. This results in an OD interpretation of the
substance and a description of its polytypism.
Sometimes it is possible to arrive at an OD interpretation from
one periodic structure, but this necessitates experience in the
recognition of the partial symmetry and prediction of potential
polytypism (Merlino, Orlandi, Perchiazzi, Basso & Palenzona,
1989).
The determination of the structural principle is complex if
only disordered polytypes occur. Then ± as a rule ± the
superposition structure is solved ®rst by current methods. The
actual structure of layers and relations between them can then be
determined from the intensity distribution along diffuse streaks
(for more details and references see Jagodzinski, 1964;
Sedlacek, Kuban & Backhaus, 1987; MuÈller & Conradi,
1986). High-resolution electron microscopy can also be
successfully applied ± see Subsection 9.2.2.4.
9.2.2.2.6. The vicinity condition
A polytype family contains periodic as well as non-periodic
members. The latter are as important as the former, since the
very fact that they can be non-periodic carries important
crystallochemical information. Non-periodic polytypes do not
comply with the classical de®nition of crystals, but we believe
that this de®nition should be generalized to include rather
than exclude non-periodic polytypes from the world of
crystals (Dornberger-Schiff & Grell, 1982b). The OD theory
places them, together with the periodic ones, in the hierarchy
of the so-called VC structures. The reason for this is that all
periodic structures, even the non-polytypic ones, can be
thought of as consisting of disjunct, two-dimensionally
periodic slabs, the VC layers, which are stacked together
according to three rules called the vicinity condition (VC)
(Dornberger-Schiff, 1964, pp. 29 ff., 1979; Dornberger-Schiff
& Fichtner, 1972):
 VC layers are either geometrically equivalent or, if not,
they are relatively few in kind;
 translation groups of all VC layers are either identical or
they have a common subgroup;
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